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There is absolutely no such thing as a light, perfunctory revision of David Myers?s enduring
principles and pivotal analysis in conditions that captivate college students and connect to their lives.
Each new edition is a brand new opportunity to communicate psychology? Psychology. criteria,
Psychology, Ninth Edition, is actually exceptional. But also by Myers? This exhaustive revise of the
bestselling textbook for introductory psychology incorporates the biggest number of new study
citations of any revision to time, in addition to new inquiry-centered pedagogy, a reconceptualized
artwork program, and another generation of press and supplements. Yet, edition after edition, David
Myers demonstrates an uncanny capability to communicate the technology of psychology in a
uniquely engaging, accessible way.
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Access card??? Great intro book. I purchased this book completely new because it is meant with
an access cards to the web labs within it. Most college students will need this book if taking on any
general or introductory level psychology programs and can learn a great deal by seated and
understanding an individual chapter to its full extent. I will need to send the book back and get a
brand-new one and I just possess a matter of a few days before my class starts. Meyers presents
in a single field of study (as mentioned above in previouse statements). It generally does not breeze
over them either, it actually talks within an intellectual way in detail about each. You walk away from
reading this with more than enough of a knowledge to have a basic psychlogical conversation and
with the hunger for more. I enjoyed hte way the book was divided up becuase it worked well in a
very logical progression. Most influential book to understand the basic concepts/ideas of
Psychology. To be honest, this publication is entirely filled with relative and current up-to-date
information. There is no card inside and the online labs have become crucial to the class. This
publication also helped me describe very sensitive topics, such as reducing and anorexia, to the
parents of more youthful family who were struggling with these disorders. I would absolutely
recommend this book as well if considering a psychology main/minor due to how much knowledge
David G. excellent intro As a psychology main, had to order this reserve for an intro class and I
must this provides a wonderful introduction to all or any basic topics of sociable psychology. Great
This text is very well crafted and keeps my attention (more often than not) while reading information
that may otherwise seem a little dry. Thanks so very much :)) Perfect Good condition Great Value
The condition of the book is leaner than I expected it to be. It generally works and will get yourself a
chuckle out of me or a groan, based on how dried out the joke was. Recommended for a
comprehensive coverage for an intro and an excellent jumping off place For just one who didn't get
around to taking psychology in college, I realized that the majority of advertising and copywriting
benefit from how people help to make decisions and evaluate factors.I enjoy Psychology, therefore i
really enjoyed reading my assignments in this reserve. There are plenty of pictures, graphs, and
side notes that help to further your knowledge about everything you are reading. The vocab words
and phrases with definitions are in the side bar of the pages upon which they show up in the text; I
came across this to be very helpful when I was working short on time and unable to read the text
word after word. The summary webpages at the end of every chapter were also a huge help with
reviewing the chapter. It helped me pass my class and support some struggling family, so this book
was really worth the price. Helpful in Class and in Life Out of most my textbooks for university, that
is among three that I actually refused to market back because I wanted to keep it. I have reread
parts of it for fun and I often use it to explain what to my young sisters. This book not only has
detailed explanations on famous studies and Psychologists but also offers text that's easy to
comprehend and interpret from the readers perspective. Arrived quickly Bought for college bio class
GREAT TRANSACTION Order came very quickly! Great textbook for the course! I haven't had an
opportunity to read all of it however, but I am halfway through with it -- up to now, it really is good.
I'm uncertain if this was the author's intention, nonetheless it does help bring a human aspect to
scientific words being thrown around and digested. I got this monster and experienced it. I learned
what psychology is about, the multiple disciplines it involves.? Good introductory text message and
interesting I bought to use this upcoming calendar year homeschooling my 9th grader. It also
explained complex topics at a level that was easy to comprehend. I think he will learn a whole lot
and stay interested. Affordable, good textbook Was in good shape, and incredibly informative.! $38
in comparison to almost $200, you can't defeat that. So amazing Came in amazing quality,never
used before and I am simply happy to get this in my own hands Good Good Happy Very happy
with my purchase reserve is in good shape. This book should not be used to displace a therapist or

psychologist, but it does help you understand when you want to get hold of one.! The explanation
was 100% accurate and honest. Publication is tough around the edges but the inside is ideal! Albeit
I'm biased and thoroughly enjoy Psychology. The author sometimes throws in witty feedback, or
lame puns to keep carefully the reader engaged.
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